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Protest parade invades Holmes

By BEN KASSEL
State News Staff Writer
A group consisting of students and parents of students at Holmes Elementary School, 15th and Michigan, marched through downtown Lansing Friday to call for the resignation of principal John Roberts. Roberts has been under fire for his handling of the daycare scandal.

The parade, which began at Holmes Elementary School, was led by the Lansing High School marching band. The parade consisted of students, parents, and community members who marched through downtown Lansing, stopping at various locations along the way to deliver messages to Mayor Virg Bernero and other city officials.

Roberts has been under fire for his handling of the daycare scandal. The daycare, run by the school district, was found to have been operating illegally and was closed down.

According to a statement from the Lansing School District, Roberts has been placed on leave and an investigation is underway.

---

Evaluators to discuss programs for children

Programs for Young Children

At the center of the discussion of programs for children is the question of how to provide the best possible environment for young learners.

Evaluators from various organizations gathered at the conference to discuss the effectiveness of different programs and the impact they have on children's development.

The conference was held at the Lansing Public Library, where participants engaged in lively discussions and debates on the subject.

---

The Israeli Club Announces: MEMORIAL SERVICE

FOR THE VICTIMS
OF
THE
PUBLIC EXECUTIONS IN IRAQ

To be held in front
of the Beaucraft Tower
on Wed., Feb. 5, at 12:00 noon

All Are Welcome

---

PRO UF US ARGE

Child health issue critical

By DELPHINE MAJOR
State News Staff Writer
The children's health issue is one that is critical to the future of our nation.

In order to address this issue, a summit was held in Lansing, where experts from various fields came together to discuss the challenges and solutions.

The summit was organized by the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services, in collaboration with the Michigan Pediatric Society and the Michigan Association of Health Systems.

---

Child specialist

Dr. William Wiel, chairman of the Department of Human Development at Michigan State University, has written a book on child development and parenting.

In his book, "The Development of Children," Wiel discusses the importance of early intervention and the role of parents in shaping a child's development.

---

The Tasty Restaurant Menu

New Additions To Our Luncheon Menu

PHILIPS

THE 4 SEASONS PUT IT ALL DOWN IN THE GENUINE IATION LIFE GAZETTE

This is the bully that took 9 months to produce. The whole thing that symbolizes America's inaction toward violence.

The country is 1 step closer to national awareness of this problem. A moment of silence is held for the 9 victims of this tragedy.

Audio segments available in 8-page genuine 9-lifeline newspaper including lyrics, comics and feature sections...along with some of the most inspiring songs of the decade.

Make it your part of our collection

Genuine booklet John Coates.

The 4 Seasons with Franklun Warl. PR 6/10 1969

---

The Israeli Club

The Israeli Club, an active student group at Michigan State University, is committed to raising awareness about the situation in Israel and supporting those affected by the conflict.

The club holds monthly meetings and organizes various events throughout the year to educate students and the community about the issues related to Israel.

---

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan
**ACLU questions Senate probe**

**MSU prof joins experts in study of Bijafra health**

**State News Staff Writer**

On Wednesday, February 5, 1969, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) announced its intention to investigate the U.S. government's handling of the Vietnam War. This comes after an agreement between the Senate and the White House to allow the Senate to review the intelligence services and the war. The ACLU is concerned about the impact the Senate review may have on the defense of the Vietnam War.

In response to the Senate’s request, the ACLU has appointed a committee of experts to conduct an independent review of the government's actions. The committee consists of former senators, congressmen, and former government officials. The committee's findings will be released to the public shortly.

The ACLU has been critical of the government's handling of the Vietnam War, and this latest move is a continuation of their efforts to hold the government accountable.

**Michigan News**

A special Senate committee on lawn and grounds recently heard testimony from University administrators on the need for additional funding. The committee, co-chaired by the university president and the Senate president, heard testimony from various administrators and faculty members.

The administrators pointed out the need for additional funding to improve the quality of life on campus for students and faculty. They also emphasized the importance of maintaining a safe and welcoming environment for all.

The Senate committee is scheduled to release its report in late April.
EDITORIAL
Imagination in growth

John A. Hannah, MSU president since 1941, may end his career as college administrator when he gives his term to the International Development (AID), which is subject to U.S. foreign aid programs. The 38 years of Hannah's administration have shown the explosive growth of small and obscure Michigan State College and our sprouting multiversity.

In undertaking such a comprehensive expansion plan, Hannah displayed considerable imagination and skill in the political and business maneuvers made necessary by the financial difficulties and legislative resistance. Within his generation, many college presidents have needed Hannah's tenacity and enlightenment in dealing with political resistance. It has at least held its own in the face of the unprecedented growth of State University which is MSU's own brand of revitalization. There has been no grumbling about Communists and spendthrifts on the part of the professors, who have complained about class sizes, teaching loads, and the legislature itself. The students have turned out, sat in, dropouts, and dorms creep toward the edge of town.

To students Hannah has been a charismatic teacher on offensive and defensive. His is a career of ritual praise, and during periods of revolt the object of ritual blasphemy. A few years ago there was a brief controversy among philosophy students concerning Hannah's very existence, and later he was accused by The Paper of being a pinatrodine. No one was really sure what that was.

Many will consider that Hannah's most appropriate one is from head to toe is the establishment of his business, military and CIA connections and overseas entanglements to chief administrator of American imperialistic economic policy. The expenditure of his personal savings is more than a fanciful theory.

Whatever final assessment of Hannah's contribution to MSU is made, it will unquestionably be difficult to find a man to take his place.

The Academic Council, anticipating Hannah's resignation within two years, has established a committee to study the procedures for appointing an replacement. Their job, it seems, will have to be a one-shot.

The choice of a new president for MSU will have to be made with violent conflicting goals and consequences of the university's future in mind. The legislature is worried about student unrest, immorality on campus, and leftist agitation, and would be a candidate for a separate faculty appointed who would be more against the spectacles man appointed who in turn would be against theirs with their worries.

Tired of "cramped andcreaky facilities" the University's budgetary problems and the political manipulation have become unclear.

Why this should be the procedure? The catalyst for the revolution on this problem that I have been following for many years.

The basic function of this approach is that in existence to bring forth needed social and economic policy changes. My firm belief, and had given the responsibility of making his burden of work on the assumption of the courses which were to be the only kind of social and economic policy changes. The curriculum is based on essential readymade, and it is the role of the faculty to challenge this problem. The point is to be, however, and one has to be taken up with the teacher's role in the curriculum.

I make the statement because the University must be responsive to the students by attacking the superstructure and the self-imposed educational system that is not only out of step but can still be raised above this.

Non-renewal decisions

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following statement, "Non-Renewals' Decisions," was written by Charles J. McCallum, Associate Professor of Philosophy at Michigan State University.

I have been forced by an unexpected situation to write this paper, I have been following the University's budgetary problems and the political manipulation have become clear.

The University is the organization of the faculty, the student body, and the administration. The faculty is the one that has the responsibility of making the decisions that affect the University's future. The student body is the one that has the responsibility of making the decisions that affect the University's future. The administration is the one that has the responsibility of making the decisions that affect the University's future.

The idea that the University is the organization of the faculty, the student body, and the administration is not only out of step but can still be raised above this.

Non-renewal decisions

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following "point of view" article is written by the President, William P. DeGarmo, of the Graduate Department of Philosophy at Michigan State University.

In the case of termination it is not a question of "merit" or "demerit," but a question of professional competence, or lack thereof.

The president wishes to express his appreciation to those who have made the University a better place to work and to live.

POINTER TO VIEW
Cool it, ask pertinent questions

Garskof case raises questions

The Garskof case raises two questions: first, whether the Academic Merit Committee has the responsibility to terminate a professor who has been accused of violating the University's standards and procedures, and second, whether the University's standards and procedures are sufficient to protect the rights of a professor who has been accused of violation of the University's standards and procedures.

In such cases, the reasons for termination should be clear, and the discretion of the committee for the public good and the administration from the scrutiny of representatives of the academic and faculty bodies. Some may object that the non-tenured faculty member has no right to request a hearing, but such objections are not relevant to the question of termination. The only protection of a non-tenured faculty member is the right to be heard by public authorities, and that is right because of the public interest involved.

Because we are all faced to act more pragmatically and more often than not, we are aware of our duty to the individual student, to the individual faculty member, and to the public. The Garskof case is an example of such a situation, and it is important to know how the reasons for termination where there is ground for suspicion of such considerations did come into a department.

As a matter of the second, it is the right of the Academic Merit Committee to have an adequate statement, or at least a statement, of the reasons for termination and removal, while it is clear that administrative action is necessary in the present case. We will be concerned to continue, to extend and to interject in the Garskof case, about whom we know not enough. We will try for an internal tentative, a tentative, and a new way of looking to. As a new tentative, it is we who have to correct this case, we do not go beyond or in any way change the problem. With such friends, Garskof's case must be supported to join the opposition:

John A. Hannah, President
James Mclntire and ESI.
MC students fight for own newspaper

By ED BUTCHER
State News Staff Writer

Despite the recent acceptance of a proposal by Michigan College of Journalism to publish the campus newspaper, student editors were not consulted about the proposal.

First published last term, "Bohemia," was edited by three MC students and published in the college office of campus news releases and publications. The editors were chosen by students and the content was contributed by them.

In determining the content, the editors used the "voice" of the students and staff to produce a publication that would reflect their interests and desires.

The publication of "Bohemia" was a collaborative effort that was supported by the college administration and the faculty. The editors were given the freedom to investigate and report on topics that were relevant to the students and staff.

Gurfein said that the editors were allowed to continue publishing with a campus newspaper because it was in the best interest of the faculty and students.

Carl Baer, professor of sociology at Michigan College, said that the college was "very open to student interests and concerns, and this creates a rich climate for student participation."

Bohemia was presented as a "real opportunity to be a part of the university's decision-making process."
**Arrest begins legal process**

By RICH BERNARD

The first step in the legal process of disposing of a case is contained in the arrest of the accused. In the case of state crimes, the officer who has secured a warrant and has arrested the person he believes to be the person charged, must be sure that the warrant is properly executed and the arrest valid. The judge must be satisfied that the person arrested is the person charged and that there is probable cause for arrest. The judge must also be satisfied that the warrant was properly issued and that the arrest was properly made.

**News Background**

The warrant is usually a citation and should be served upon the accused by a process server. The warrant may be served at any time during the day or night, and on any day of the week. The warrant should be served upon the accused in person, or by leaving it with a person who is authorized to accept it.

**Neglect seen as No. 1 spark of campus fires**

The campus fire that began by fire in mid-1962 was of interest to many people, according to Dr. Bernard. The fire began in late 1962 and spread to other buildings.

**Artists carve out alliance to alleviate school woes**

The artists' alliance has been formed to provide a forum for discussing issues that affect the arts community. The alliance is comprised of faculty, students, and alumni of the art department. The organization is working to support the arts on campus and to promote the arts in the community.

**Hamlet**

Shakespeare's classic tragedy, filmed in England by and the 

**Michigan State University Film Society**

*Hamlet* is being screened in the University Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, February 14. The screening is free and open to the public.
Apathy greets famed tenor

In the near 30 years since he left the hallowed halls of the University of Michigan, world-renowned tenor John McCormack has carried out a position as both one of the most vital and unusual vocal talents around. Each year he appears internationally with major orchestras and in recital or opera, and his recordings for RCA Victor have long been an important part of his career. McCormack is a native of the Leatherstocking State and received his B.A. at the University of Michigan in 1919. His classical training began at the age of seven, and he has since won international acclaim as one of the world's leading tenors. McCormack is a member of the prestigiousioni fraternities, one of whom is the Pi Alpha fraternity. The organization is represented in concerts and events with its special repertory for a special occasion. McCormack is known for his powerful voice and his ability to captivate an audience. His concerts are sold out, and he always receives enthusiastic applause from the audience.

SMU SKI CLUB MEETING
Tonight - 7:30
110 Anthony Hall
5 new openings for Alpine trip.
Final payments must be sent by Dec. 16.
Ski Club will meet at once and place them on Skittles and entries.

HOBIE'S
WE SPECIALIZE IN 12-OUNCE
East Coast Type
SUBMARINES

Ham & Salami • Turkey • Roast Beef

HOBIE'S COUPON—Expires Feb. 6, 1969
20¢ OFF ON ANY HOBIE'S SUBMARINE

CARRY OUT • FREE DELIVERY

MICHIGAN TODAY—LADIES DAY
LADIES-DAY
TODAY AT 1:45 P.M.

STARTING TONIGHT
ME & DEM GUYS
Happy Hours

Wednesday and Thursday
8 - 10:30

No Cover Wed. or Thurs.

The De •

NORTHWESTERN:

4205 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60613

(312) 787-8255

THE DE COUPON

Valid thru Dec. 31, 1969

Starting Tonight

SPECIALS

SUGGESTED PERSONALIZED JEWELRY
FOR DISTINCTIVE VALENTINE GIFTS

14 KT. AND STERLING SILVER

14Kt. Diamond

14Kt. and Sterling Silver

Monogram or Partial Name Engraved $1.00

Monogram Pins

Call for Details

Penny's

Cuff Links $30

Key Rings $25

HOBIE'S COUPON—Expires Feb. 6, 1969
20¢ OFF
ON ANY HOBIE'S SUBMARINE

CARRY OUT • FREE DELIVERY
EX-DEFENSEMAN DEBENEDET

To play's the thing for icer wing

By GARY WALKOWICZ

Daily Sports Writer

In a story designed to add excitement to the final moments of the Packers move to the AFL, Coach Vince Lombardi is all smiles as he learns the meeting of the Packers executive committee. The committee is expected to release Lombardi from his contract as he can become head coach of the Washington Redskins.

The Green Bay Packers' decision to sell the franchise for $12 million to Vince Lombardi, the former head coach of the Washington Redskins, has generated immense excitement among fans, media, and the football community. Lombardi's appointment is seen as a significant move for the Packers, and it marks a new frontier in the team's history.

The Packers, under the leadership of Commissioner Bowie Kuhn, have been facing financial challenges and the decision to sell the team to Lombardi was necessary to secure the future of the franchise. In return, Lombardi will step into the role of head coach, combining his passion for football with his extensive experience in the sport.

The move has generated mixed reactions. While some fans are excited about the potential for Lombardi to bring new life to the Packers, others are concerned about the future of the team under his leadership. The sale of the team highlights the importance of strong leadership in sports franchises and the need for strategic decisions that can drive growth and success.

The Packers' decision to sell the franchise to Lombardi is a significant step in the team's history, and it will be interesting to see how the new coaching regime under Lombardi will shape the Packers' trajectory in the NFL.
LaSalle begins climb but UCLA still on top

NEW YORK (UPI) — The LaSalle College Explorers are discovering new heights in their steady climb in the nation's major college basketball rankings.

The Explorers, under first-year coach Tony Gola, advanced to the No. 5 position today in the northwestern region of the east coast.

The subjective voting of the Associated Press, which determines the ranking, is considered the highest of the four major basketball polls.

UCLA, boasting a perfect 16-0 record and undefeated in the Pacific Coast Conference, remains at the top of the four regional polls.

The Bruins received all five first-place votes from the Georgia Tech and Loyola (Chicago) coaches voting today.

LaSalle, which was the only other team to receive a first-place vote, was placed fourth in the top 12, held by the No. 3 team, Kentucky.

Kentucky advanced one position from the previous week and remained at the No. 4 team. St. John's, seventh last week, climbed to fifth.

**BILL WEHRWEIN**

{**Wehrwein a whirlwind in 600**

**Boys' Perma Press Casual Slacks**

**2 for $3.00**

Boys' casual slacks, Perm Press, Side Elastic. Wear to school or to make a casual appearance. 70% cotton, 30% polyester. Sizes 8 to 18. Colors: Black, Red, Blue. Regular price $3.00 each. Closeout, $1.50 each.

**MEIJER**

Thrift Acres

5125 S. Saginaw + 6200 S. Pennsylvania

Volunteer Action Bureau

I want to thank you for your interest in the Volunteer Action Bureau (VAB). The VAB was established last fall and is both a formal and informal way of helping people. The VAB is a center for volunteers to get involved in various community service projects. We have over 100 volunteers and we are always looking for more.

I believe that we can make a difference in the community by working together. I would like to hear from you about any ideas you may have for projects that the VAB could help with. Please let me know if you are interested in volunteering or if you have any questions.

Thank you again for your interest in the Volunteer Action Bureau.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Volunteer Action Bureau

NIXON-DEGAUDE talk

One of the reasons French officials are placing so much emphasis on a visit by Nixon is that they expect Nixon will make Paris the first stop on a European tour. They see in this a sign that Nixon might alter the long-standing "special relationship" between London and Washington which has bedeviled America's relations with the U.S.

The sources recalled the practice since World War II for a new U.S. president to consult first with the British prime minister before meeting other allies. They say Nixon in a significant change has discouraged British Prime Minister Harold Wilson from flying to Washington before the President's European visit.

Diplomats were quietly emphasizing the limits of any new understanding between France and the United States.

Any direct or excessive pressure made the French government to admit Britain and the Scandinavian countries into the European Common Market would undoubtedly go down like a stone. The door is open, and for all the article said, the door is not merely open, but inviting.

For Sale

I want to sell my birthday cakes. The prices are $2.50 for a 9" cake, $3.00 for a 10" cake, and $3.50 for a 11" cake. They are delivered free of charge.

Reach us at: 484-1317.

KODAK COLOR

Kodak Color is a premium product that provides excellent results in any color. It is perfect for any occasion and is available in a variety of formats.

MAREK

Marek is a well-known brand that produces high-quality products. They have a wide range of products, from household items to clothing.

REXALL

Rexall is a popular brand that offers a variety of products. They have a strong reputation for quality and affordability.

PRESCRIPTION CENTER at Frandor

New Lower Everyday Discount Prices

| BRING YOUR prescription to | OTC DISCOUNT, 416 Tussing Building | Phone 42-4667 |

Volunteer Action Bureau (continued from page one)

One of the reasons French officials are placing so much emphasis on a visit by Nixon is that they expect Nixon will make Paris the first stop on a European tour. They see in this a sign that Nixon might alter the long-standing "special relationship" between London and Washington which has bedeviled America's relations with the U.S.

The sources recalled the practice since World War II for a new U.S. president to consult first with the British prime minister before meeting other allies. They say Nixon in a significant change has discouraged British Prime Minister Harold Wilson from flying to Washington before the President's European visit.

Diplomats were quietly emphasizing the limits of any new understanding between France and the United States.

Any direct or excessive pressure made the French government to admit Britain and the Scandinavian countries into the European Common Market would undoubtedly go down like a stone. The door is open, and for all the article said, the door is not merely open, but inviting.
# 2nd Week of Our Big Honey-Saving 6th Anniversary Sale!

You get all the low, low prices!

**Open Weekdays 8AM - 10PM**

**Sundays 10AM - 7PM**

## Fresh Butter

**59c**

**1 LB.**

**Eberhard’s Magic Door**

**10 LB.**

## Hills Coffee

**49c**

**1 LB. CAN**

**Limit 1, Please - All Grinds**

## Large Eggs

**39c**

**1 DOZ. CTRN.**

**Limit 1 Doz. Please - Grade AA**

## Fresh Tomato Ketchup

**15c**

**16 OZ. WT.**

**Eberhard’s Finest Quality**

## Country Fresh

**59c**

**19c**

**GAL. CTRN.**

**12c**

**1 QT. CTRN.**

**Save 20c Polly Anna Delicious**

## Chocolate Milk

**19c**

**29c**

**STATE OF MICH.**

**16 OZ. WT.**

**Polly Anna Delicious**

## Skimmed Milk

**59c**

**19c**

**GAL. CTRN.**

**Save 20c Polly Anna Delicious**

## Angel Food Cake

**29c**

**19c**

**1 LB. FACH**

## Chocolate Morsels

**69c**

**49c**

**6 OZ. WT. PKG.**

## Campbell’s

**14c**

**SOUPS**

**49c**

**HIS CRISPY CRACKERS**

## Eberhard’s

**49c**

**Hi-Ho Crackers 40 OZ. WT. PKGS.**

## Facial Tissue

**71c**

**1 LB.**

**Eberhard’s Liquid Bleach**

**39c**

**99c**

## Apple Sauce

**75c**

**1 LB.**

**Reg. 79c Value**

## Axion Pre-Soak

**65c**

**1 LB.**

**Reg. 79c Value**

## Country Fresh

**69c**

**59c**

**49c**

**29c**

## Smithed Ham

**69c**

**49c**

**49c**

**29c**

## Chuck Steaks

**69c**

**59c**

**49c**

## Cornish Hens

**69c**

**59c**

## Meaty Turkey

**69c**

**59c**

## Drumsticks

**69c**

**59c**

## Polly Anna

**69c**

**59c**

**49c**

## Jell-O Gelatin

**6c**

**5c**

## Ballard or Pillsbury Biscuits

**6c**

**5c**

## Variety Bread Sale

**4**

**$1**

**4 LS.**

## Assorted Flavors

**Eberhard’s**

**49c**

**99c**

## Head Lettuce

**39c**

## Fresh, Crisp and Firm - California Imperial Valley

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Type</th>
<th>Varieties</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McIntosh Apples</td>
<td>3 LBS.</td>
<td>59c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Apples</td>
<td>3 LBS.</td>
<td>49c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Delicious Apples</td>
<td>3 LBS.</td>
<td>69c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Cabbage</td>
<td>3 LBS.</td>
<td>59c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Reds Apples</td>
<td>3 LBS.</td>
<td>49c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh</td>
<td>4 LBS.</td>
<td>49c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Nos. 1 Michigan Russet</td>
<td>10 LBS.</td>
<td>69c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Others

- **Smoked Ham:** Swift’s Premium Proten Center Cut
- **Chuck Steaks:** Swift’s Premium
- **Cornish Hens:** Meaty Turkey
- **Drumsticks:** Fresh, Crisp and Firm - California Imperial Valley
- **Cold Cuts:** Fresh, Crisp and Firm - California Imperial Valley
- **Peeled Tomatoes:** Fresh, Crisp and Firm - California Imperial Valley
- **Baking Potatoes:** Fresh, Crisp and Firm - California Imperial Valley

**Prices Effective Through Saturday Feb. 8**